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Our approach to evidence
• The Gambling Commission is an evidencebased regulator
• We provide advice to the government about
gambling behaviour in Great Britain

• We collect and analyse data from a range of
sources to monitor changes that may have an
impact on the regulatory framework

Our approach to evidence
Regulatory
statistics

Participation and
problem
gambling official
statistics

Children and
Young People
official statistics
Market impact
data

Evidence

Operator data
requests
Academic and
external
research

Consumer Voice
research
• Reactive and
responsive
consumer research
• Includes qualitative
methods that
showcase the
experiences of
consumers
• Exploring emerging
consumer trends,
behaviours and risks

Understanding consumer journeys
• Understanding the nature of gambling
journeys
• Providing a consumer centric perspective of
gambling experiences
• Creating a framework for policy
development, further research &
communications

An overview of our method…

Explore.

Validate.
20 min Quantitative
Sizing Survey
(~1000 Participants)

18 x 1.5hr
Qualitative
Interviews

Scope.
Rapid review of
existing knowledge

Deep-Dive.
27 x Digital Diary
Participants (2 weeks)

Deliver.
A detailed
strategic report
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Our Path to Play framework
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Gambling Diary Example

Holly, 28, Glasgow,
PGSI Score 2 (Low)

Scratchcard

Evening

Supermarket

Land-based

Past experiences:
Mostly bingo and scratchcards – wins
occasionally, no perceived major change
over time

Peer/parental influence:
Goes with friends to bingo, buys scratch
cards with partner, family do the Grand
National together, does sweepstakes at work

Attitude to risk:
Plays for fun, knows limitations, aims to
keep it fun and lighthearted never relies
on gambling for anything but quick fun

“I bought 3 scratch cards, (a £2 and
2x £1) whilst going my food shop.
So I spent £4 pounds overall”

Where/how did you play?
“I bought the tickets at the usual
kiosk, but we waited till we got
home to see if we won anything.”

How was the experience?

Did anything influence the bet?
“I was doing a food shop with my partner,
and we often buy scratch cards for fun to
see if we win anything – we both were in
the mood and fancied trying our luck”

Did anything trigger you to play?
“I was with my partner and we often
buy scratch cards if he needs to buy
vape items at the kiosk, they were
there, it was easy and inexpensive and
we like the potential of winning”

“It only lasted a few minutes. I
scratched the £2 one & my partner
scratched 2x £1 ones. I stopped when
they were both finished - however
when I saw I was one number away I
wanted another! But we wait to get
home to scratch them to avoid further
unnecessary spending.”

How do you feel post-play?

“I didn’t win anything so was quite
disappointed, as it would have been
nice to win. I felt afterwards like I
wanted more scratch cards but luckily I
was home already & couldn’t buy any.” 7

Summary of how higher risk gamblers’ journeys differs to others
Referring to moderate risk & problem gamblers on the PGSI scale

PASSIVE
INFLUENCES
They have greater
exposure to passive
influences, and find
them more influential
on their behaviour.

EXTERNAL
TRIGGERS

INTERNAL
IMPULSE

ACTIVE
SEARCH

PLAY
EXPERIENCE

They experience a
higher number of
triggers, particularly
around special offers,
direct comms,
sponsorship, and
receiving tips from
friends

They’re more likely to
be motivated by the
desire to win large
amounts of money,
pass the time, or
simply feeling lucky

For most of this phase
they are actually very
similar to the typical
gambler – there’s little
difference in what
influences their choice.

They claim to experience
far more touchpoints
than other gamblers –
they see more
information from
operators, tips from
other people, and special
offers. Meanwhile, they
claim to see less safer
gambling information. All
of which contributes to
play sessions being more
likely to end because
they’ve over-spent

When it comes to
setting limits, higher
risk gamblers are
actually more likely to
put limits in place, but
aren’t as successful at
keeping to them

PLAY
OUTCOME
They are more likely
than lower risk players
to feel bad about the
amount they’ve spent,
and take action
following their play
session (e.g. take a
break, set limits, seek
help for problem
gambling)

NOTE: In the published findings we have summaries of difference for land-based vs online and bets vs games – we also have a dashboard to run different play scenarios
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Closing Remarks
• Informing future research
• Informing comms strategy –
providing a common language &
reference points
• A framework for policy development

Questions &
Reflections
lballa@gamblingcommission.gov.uk
Jack.wilson@2cv.com

Our Path to Play framework
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